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The Magic Treehouse meets The Magic School Bus. Hi there! My name is Evan Copper and I have

spaceship and a shiny spacesuit! And I'd like to take you with me on an amazing trip through our

solar system. I'm inviting you to come along on a fact-filled journey all the way to Mercury! I hope

you'll come along and learn all sorts of new and exciting things with me! Evan Copper Planet

Hopper is a fun filled fantasy adventure for kids of all ages and adults who are still secretly kids at

heart!
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Our almost 6 yr old loves space and this story was great

I just finished reading Evan Copper Planet Hopper! This is an engaging book that will not only hold

my children's interest but they will be learning about the individual planets!Evan and his Dad are

given a spaceship from their alien friend Zebo. Evan plans to visit each planet. He decided to visit

Mercury first since it's the farthest from the Sun.While reading the book Evan teaches about

Mercury and gives interesting facts at the end of each chapter!Let's see where Evan travels to next!

A fun way of introducing astronomy to children with simple concepts. There is a small touch of

"educational" with "Remember this!" at the end of each chapter. But all in all a good way to bring the

facts of astronomy to children and hopefully make them want to know more about it.I loved that

Evan travelled with his father, but hope that next time he will take a girl or his mother. Adventures



are for both, boys and girls.

I just finished reading Evan Copper and I loved it! There were facts in it that I didn't even know (and

I'm 35). I think this book would be an awesome supplement to a teacher's Solar System curriculum!I

could see a teacher reading it to the class and having them draw what they think the spaceship

looks like, show their interpretations of what they think Mercury looks like, even asking the kids what

items they would personally bring with them on this kind of trip. So many endless possibilities!

I read this book with my kiddos and they loved it. Being a fan of the Magic Treehouse series, I love

that this one combines education and story. My kids thought it was great and my oldest thought it

was funny how much her dad and Evan's dad are alike.We're looking forward to more!

I received an Advance Review Copy of Evan Copper Planet Hopper - Journey to Mercury in

exchange for an honest review.My 7 year old son and I read this book together and we both

enjoyed it tremendously. He is very keen on learning while having fun so this was absolutely perfect

as the story is not just a fun one, it also contains tidbits of information at the end of each

chapter.Justin, my son and I can't wait to read more of your books!

My eleven year old daughter needed to be coerced into reading this book, she thought it was for

boys only, but she was pleasantly surprised by how much she enjoyed it. She wants the physical

copy now to show all of her girl friends. Justin is now her new favourite author. We both highly

recommend this book.

I read the book with my kids, 8 and 10 years old, in mind. The book is short enough to keep most

kids' attention. It's filled with more facts than story. Depending on the child, this could be good or

bad. My kids aren't really into astronomy but, this would be a good way to introduce them to it.
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